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Five-person continuing and zero-history groups solved
sentence-completion problems in two communication networks:
the comcon and the wheel.

Oral communication was utilized

and all problem solving sessions were tape recorded for
analysis.

Analysis of variance revealed that the comcon

network was significantly faster that the wheel in completing
the task.

The continuing groups used significantly more

messages than the zero-history groups in problem solving.
A chi-square test indicated that the continuing groups also
used significantly more "sociability" messages than the
zero-history groups in solving the sentence-completion
problems.

Analysis of variance revealed that in both groups,

subjects in the central position of the wheel network were
more satisfied than the subjects in peripheral positions.
No significant difference was found between continuing
and zero-history groups in the amount of time required for
problem solving.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION, REVIEW OF LITERATURE
AND RATIONALE

Many large organizations and their subgroups have
structures formally imposed by custom cr authority.

The

structure formed by lines of authority in military establishments are both widely known and clearly defined.

Similarly

a formal structure of authority exists in many industrial
organizations and social groups.

This formal structure

restricts and directs the communication flow into certain
patterns or networks.
Only recently have scholars begun to examine the
effects of this restricted communication flow on group
behavior.

In an early communication network study, Bavelas

posed two questions:

What effect does a group's structure

have on its efficiency?

What effect does a position in a

network have on morale and job satisfaction?1
there is no clear answer to the first question.

Unfortunately
The answer

to the second question is that in general, persons in central
positions are more satisfied with their tasks than those in
peripheral positions.

1Alex Bavelas, "Communication Patterns in Taskoriented Groups." Journal of the Acoustical Socity of
America 22 (1950): 725-730.
1

2

Once a group of individuals is confronted with a
task which can only be solved through interaction, the
problem of working relationships arises.

Many times

leaders are faced with imposing an artificial pattern
of interaction in order to complete the task.

This

Bavelas defined the problem

raises several questions.
by stating:

Imposed patterns of communication may
determine certain aspects of group processes.
This pattern may affect the work life of a
group. Do certain patterns have structural
properties which may limit the group performance? May it be that among several communication
patterns --- all logically adequate for the
successful completion of a specified task
one will result in significantly better performance than another? What effects might
pattern, as such have upon the emergence of
leadership, the disruption of organization,
and the degree of resistance to group disruption?2
Interest in communication networks can be traced to
a series of investigations at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology in the early 1950's.

In an importaht network

study, Harold J. Leavitt constructed a laboratory experiment
designed to explore the relationship between small group
behavior and the patterns of networks of communication
in which groups operate.

To achieve this purpose, Leavitt

focused on group performance, social process and personal
3
reactions such as morale.
2Alex Bavelas, "Communication Patterns," p. 2.
3Harold J. Leavitt, "Some Effects of Certain Patterns
on Group Performance," Journal of Abnormal and Social
Psychology 26 (1951): 38-50.

3

Leavitt used small groups of constant size (five
members), two-way written communication and a simple task.
The task was to discover the single common symbol from
among several symbols.

When all five subjects indicated

that they knew the common symbol, a trial was ended.
Another set of cards (with another common symbol) was then
given to the Ss, and another trial was begun.

Each group

of Ss was given 15 consecutive trials.
Each of the networks had several characteristics.
The wheel operated the same throughout the trials, with
information funneled to the center where a decision was
made and the answer sent out to the other group members.
The Y organization4 developed more slowly, with complete
decision-making authority being held at the most central
position.

In the chain, messages were usually funneled

from the ends to the center member then back out.

Organi-

zation in the chain was found to be slower than either the
wheel or the Y.

The circle showed no consistent operational

organization.
Leavitt reported that the medians of time varied
considerably for each group.

Only one measure of group

task-completion time gave statistically significant
results.

A comparison of the single fastest trial of each

group indicated that the wheel was significantly faster than

4See Figure 1.

4

the circle.

These findings are consistent with related

research reported by Bavelas.5

0 0
-100
0
Chain

FIGURE

Leavitt's experiment demonstrated differences among
networks in the completion of one kind of task (symbol
identification) under noise-free conditions.

Heise and

Miller in the first network study utilizing oral communication over an intercom system, extended this design by
varying the intelligibility of the message and the type
of problem given to the group.

Heise and Miller studied

three-person networks using word-construction problems
and anagrams as tasks.

Each problem was attempted in

each network under three conditions of intelligibility.
The information required for task completion was equally
divided among the subjects.
messages were used.

Spoken instead of written

The researchers note "however, the

content of the messages a subject can send is restricted
6
and suitable for quantification."
5

This was accomplished

Alex Bavelas, "Communication Patterns," p. 725-730.

6
G. A. Heise and G. A. Miller, "Problem Solving by
Small Groups Using Various Communication Nets," Journal
of Abnormal and Social Psychology 46 (1951): 327.

5

by recording the number of words used by the Ss. Intelligibility of the message was manipulated by controlling the
relative intensities of speech and noise.
The results indicated that for the word-construction
problems, the closed chain, where all members talked and
listened to all other members, was the most efficient while
the closed chain in which only one-way communication was
possible between any two members, was the least efficient.
For the sentence-contruction problems, the open chain
replaced the two-way closed chain as the most efficient.
For the anagram problems, Heise and Miller found no
marked differences in efficiency.

Lowering the signal-

to-noise ratio generally accentuated differences for the
first two kinds of tasks but not for the anagram problems
where "communication was a luxury."

In reviewing Heise

and Miller's investigation, Davis argues that the discrepancy
in results between the anagram problems and the other tasks
7
points out the importance of a suitable group task.
Anagram problems were capable of being solved by individuals
while word construction required the active participation of
all group members.
In a more recent study utilizing oral communication
channels and five person networks, Davis and Hornseth
compared groups with individuals in problem solving.
They tabulated performance data, interaction rate and
7james H. Davis, Group Performance, (Reading, Mass.:
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1969): 100.

6
recorded personal reactions after task completion.8

Of

the three networks (wheel, circle and comcon) utilized,
only the comcon was clearly superior to the individual
subjects in problem solving.

This result was consistent

with predictions, since it was assumed that the best
solution among members is recognized and produced by
the group as soon as it occurs.

Other findings were consis-

tent with previous research, especially in regard to
comparison between networks.
Trow hypothesized that the relationship of centrality
to morale and status was due more to autonomy of the central
position than to a greater access to communication channels.
He experimentally separated centrality and autonomy by using
three person chains and passing prepared notes to create an
illusion of a group.

Trow found that autonomy produced a

higher level of job satisfaction than dependence and the
9
effect of centrality upon satisfaction was not significant.
In a series of investigations, Shaw and associates
introduced new concepts, i.e., independence of positions and
saturation.

Shaw has systematically worked the area

opened by Bavelas and Leavitt. His studies include such
variables as amount and distribution of information, type
8James H. Davis and J. Hornseth, "Discussion Patterns
and Word Problems," Sociometry 30 (1967): 91-103.
9
D. B. Trow, "Autonomy and Job Satisfaction in Taskoriented Groups," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology
54 (1957): 204-209.
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of leadership and task complexity.10
Shaw's findings differed from Leavitt's in several
ways.

In four-position-groups, he found that the wheel

was slower than the circle in problem solving.

This led

him to design an experiment based on task complexity.
Utilizing a complex task, Shaw found that the wheel was
significantly slower in problem solving but utilized
fewer messages for the task completion. 11
Researchers have pointed out several problems related
to Shaw's findings.

The first problem is that Shaw's

classification of "simple" and "complex" may not be
distinct enough.

Another problem stems from Shaw's

utilization of three and four-position-groups as compared
to Leavitt's five-position-groups.

This difference may

10These numerous investigations include: M.E. Shaw,
"Some Effects of UneciLal Distribution of Information Upon
Group Performance in Various Communication Nets," Journal
of Abnormal and Social Psychology 49 (1954a): 547-443;
M. E. Shaw, "Some Effects of Problem Complexity Upon Problem
Solution Efficiency in Different Communication Nets," Journal
of Experimental Psychology 48 (1954b): 211-217; M. E. Shaw,
"Group Structure and the Behavior of Individuals in Small
Groups," Journal of Psychology 38 (1954c): 139-149; M. E.
Shaw, "A Comparison of Two Types of Leadership in Various
Communication Nets," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology
50 (1955): 127-134; M. E. Shaw, "Random Versus Systematic
Distribution on Information in Communication Nets," Journal
of Personality 25 (1956a): 59-69; M. E. Shaw and G. H.
Rothschild, "Some Effects of Prolonged Experience in Communication Nets," Journal of Applied Psychology 40 (1956b): 281286; M. E. Shaw, G. H. Rothschild and J. F. Strickland,
"Decision Processes in Communication Nets," Journal of Abnormal
and Social Psychology 54 (1957): 323-330.
11M. E. Shaw, "Some Effects of Problem Complexity,"
pp. 211-217.

8

cause the communication situation to be entirely different
from Leavitt's study.

In Leavitt's experiments, the group

solved 15 problems while Shaw's groups solved only three or
four.

This may not have allowed a centralized decision-

making structure to form and could account for the disparate
findings. 12
The early experimenters used "common-symbol problems"
as tasks, primarily because group members were not face-toface.

The solution was possible only by possessing all the

information that other group members had.

Many scholars

have struggled with the problems of task arrangement and
concluded that a general task classification system is not
available.13
Although a task classification system is not currently
available, a crude designation can be drawn between "simple"
tasks (common-symbol problem) and more "complex" tasks such
as arithmetic problems, sentence construction and discussion
problems.

To date, the most systematic summary of relevant

evidence has been compiled by Shaw.

In general, he reports

that the more centralized networks (such as the wheel) are
faster with "simple" tasks while the less centralized networks
(such as the comcon) are faster with more "complex" tasks.
12Mauk Mulder, "Group Structure, Motivation and Group
Performance." Sociometry 23 (1960): 1-14. Reprinted in
Interpersonal Behavior in Small Groups. Richard J. Ofshe,
ed. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1973.
13
3ames H. Davis, Group Performance, p. 98. (See Also B.
Aubrey Fisher, "Communication Research," p. 140).

9

These findings are approximately the same for error rates,
although somewhat less consistent.14
It is important to note that most researchers studied
communication network performance over a relatively short
time.

In a somewhat neglected study, Guetzkow and Simon

hypothesized that communication restrictions affect only
the ability of the group to organize.

Once the group is

organized, the different structures are equally efficient
in problem solving.

Using five-person networks to test their

hypothesis, Guetzkow and Simon showed that there are no
longer significant differences in the speed of problem
solution if only stable groups of each network (wheel, allchannel and circle) were compared.

15

Guetzkow and Dill followed

up this investigation testing the hypothesis that:
Task performance
be equal to that
the restrictions
period so that a

in a restricted net will
in an unrestricted net if
are removed during the interval
relay system may be organized. i6

An analysis of task trial times failed to support the hypothesis.
On the basis of the present review of experimental
findings, one can conclude that communication structure is
related to a number of group output variables.

This

relationship stems from the actual experience of persons
14

M. E. Shaw, "Communication Networks," in Advances in
Experimental Social Psychology, L. Berkowitz ed., (New York
Academic Press, 1964): 111-147.
15

Harold Guetzkow and Herbert A. Simon, "The Impact of
Certain Communication Nets Upon Organization and Performance
in Task-oriented Groups," Management Science 1 (1955): 233-250.
16

H. Guetzkow and W. R. Dill, "Factors in the Organizational Development of Task-oriented Groups," Sociometry 20 (1957):
191.

10

interacting in a structured setting and not from mere network
structure alone.

Lawson demonstrated that a change in network

structure, even a change for the better, is very disruptive. 17
Cohen confirmed Lawson's finding and pointed out that groups
who develop an efficient operating structure tend to continue
in that system in the second network, provided the second
network permits them to do so.

18

While numerous network

studies have been attempted, it is important to note that
much is left to be done.

Fisher lists six requirements for

future group communication research:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Research should study groups---not collections
of individuals.
Research should utilize a group task---not an
individual task.
Research should observe directly the interactive
features of group task.
Research should consider elements of time as
inherent in small group task performance.
Research should either place greater emphasis
on observing established groups in the field
or take greater care in forming laboratory
groups.
Research should employ a process model and
reject an input-output mode1.19

Since the early network studies at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, numerous researchers have studied
the effects of imposed communication networks on other
variables.

These studies have produced substantial empirical

17Edwin D. Lawson, "Change in Communication Nets, Performance and Morale." Human Relations (May 1965): 139-147.
18 Arthur M. Cohen, "Changing Small Group Communication
Networks," Journal of Communication 10 (September 1960): 233-250.
19Aubrey Fisher, "Communication Research," pp. 142-144.
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data but little in the way of theory to tie together disparate
findings.

The inconclusive results have been disappointing to

many who felt that research on communication networks would
lead to a strong theory of group structure."
Fortunately, at the very time when disillusionment is
apparent in other disciplines, scholars in the field of
communication have a sense of being on the "trail of something
big."

Bormann points out that if researchers in communication

can profit from the mistakes that other disciplines have made,
they can both contribute to further understanding of small
group communication and to the development of knowledge that
21
will be needed for the future.

Fisher points out that

"future research must focus on the process of group

behavior.H 22

Another neglected facet of small group research has
been consideration of the element of time.

Investigators

have seldom allowed a group to become established and no
comparisons have been made between new and established
groups.

Fisher states that "we need more study of a group's

23
progression through time toward task accomplishment."
20

For further information see Murray Glanzer and
Robert Glaser, "Techniques for the Study of Group and
Behavior: II. Empirical Studies of the Effects of
Structure in Small Groups," Psychology Bulletin 58
(January 1961): 1-27. See also B. Aubrey Fisher,
"Communication Research and Task-oriented Group," Journal
of Communication 21 (June 1971): 136-149.
21

Earnest G. Bormann, "The Paradox and Promise of
Small Group Research," Speech Monographs 37 (August 1970):
211-216.
22

B. Aubrey Fisher, "Communication Research," p. 145.

23Ibid., p. 143.

12
task-performing capability escapes observation." 24

There-

fore, direct comparison between an established group and a
new group is unique in this study.
Modern society has ceased to be a society dominated
and run by individuals and decision making has become a
group function.

This study is an addition to our knowledge

of groups because it compares new groups (which have been
utilized in most communication network studies) with continuing
groups (which have not been utilized) in a task situation.

Hypotheses

Based on previous research the investigator predicted that:
H1

There will be a difference between the comcon and
wheel in total time required for task completion.

H2

There will be a difference between the zero-history
and the continuing groups in total time required for
problem solving over 10 trials within each network.

H3

There will be a difference between the zero-history
and the continuing groups in the number of messages
required for problem solving over 10 trials within
each network.

11

Subjects in the peripheral positions of the wheel network
in both groups will differ in the degree of satisfaction
from the subjects in the central position.

11

4

5

There will be a difference in the types of messages
that the zero-history and the continuing groups will
use in task completion.
24

B. Aubrey Fisher, "Communication Research,"

p. 144.

13

Summary

The purpose of this chapter was to review relevant
research in communication networks.

Numerous small

group communication studies have focused on interaction
in communication networks.

These investigations have

resulted in weak theory and contradictory findings.

A

few generalizations can be made:
1.

A restricted communication network is faster in
solving simple tasks while a nonrestricted
communication network is faster in solving
complex tasks.

2.

Leadership is a result of network position more
than inherent traits.

3.

People in central positions are allowed autonomy
and unrestricted communication and are generally
more satisfied than someone in a more restricted
position.

Failure to attain significant findings to support small
group theory to date is not at all surprising.

Although the

studies are numerous they have never been coordinated.

Some

areas of small group research have undergone intense study,
while other areas have been virtually ignored.

This study

contributes to our present communication network research in
two important ways:

(1)

it utilizes oral communication and

(2) the study compares continuing groups with new or zerohistory groups.

CHAPTER II

METHODOLOGY

Subjects

All subjects were undergraduate male students at
Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, Kentucky.
Total individual subjects numbered twenty, which were
distributed into four five-person groups.

Of the

four groups, two were continuing groups since they
consisted of male fraternity members.

The other two

groups were new or zero-history groups consisting of
undergraduate male student volunteers who had not
interacted as a group before this study and were
established solely for the purpose of the experiment
For the purposes of this study the continuing
groups were composed of Sigma Nu fraternity members.
Members of a college fraternity are uniquely suited
for study as a continuing group because of their continued
interaction and close association over long periods of
time.

A College fraternity also fulfills minimum features

for small group functioning as listed by Muzafer Sherif:

14

15

(1)

There are one or more motives shared by
individuals and conducive to their interacting
with one another.

(2)

Differential effects on individuals are
produced by the interaction process, that
is, each individual's experience and
behavior is affected in varying ways and
degrees by the interaction process in the
group.

(3)

If interaction continues, a group structure
is stabilized consisting of hierarchical
status and role relationships, and is
clearly delineated as an in-group from
other group structures.

(4)

A set of norms regulating relations and
activities within the group and with nonmembers and out-groups is standardized.1

Shaw further indicates that small groups are defined by
one or more of the following conceptions:

(1) perception

and cognition of group members, (2) motivation and need
satisfaction, (3) group goals, (4) group organization,
(5) interdependency, and (6) interaction.2
The term a "small group" is not necessarily an indication
of group size.

Small groups may be characterized by as many

as fifty or more members.

3

The term "small group" may refer

to the functional and structural nature of a group.
1 M. Sherif, "Small Group Research," in Dalmas A. Taylor
Small Groups (Chicago: Markham Publishing Co., 1971): 8.
2
Marvin Shaw, "Group Dynamics," in Small Group Communication: A Reader, 2nd, ed. Cathcart and Samovar eds. (Debuque,
Iowa: William C. Brown Publishing Co., 1974): 28-38.
3Kenneth E. Anderson, Introduction to Communication Theory
and Practice, Melon Park, Calif.: Cummings Publishing Co.,
(1972): 186.

16
James notes that "a small human group is defined as one in
which the members, integrated by direct communication demands,
interact functionally and continuously toward the achievement
u4
of an end . . . .
The use of oral communication was one of the unique
features of this investigation.

This was accomplished by

isolating individual Ss in separate rooms connected only
by an intercom system.

When speaking over the corn line,

Ss were instructed to use a subject number assigned by the
experimenter.

These subject numbers corresponded with the

individual's position in the network.

5

FIGURE 2: These are the two communication networks utilized.
(The number listed is a position number assigned
by the experimenter.)

INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS

This study utilized a group task which required all
group members to participate for correct problem solving.
The groups were required to solve a sentence-completion task.
4

John James, "A Preliminary Study of the Size Determinant
in Small Group Interaction," American Sociological Review 15
(August 1951): 474.
5See Figure 2.

17
Each group member was supplied with an index card which
had a word written on it.

By combining these words into

a gramatically correct sentence, a solution was reached.
Even distribution of these words required each member to
communicate with another member in order to reach the
correct answer.

Individual problem solving was impossible.

The concept of group task is very important since many
critics of previous small group research have pointed out
that if a problem can be solved by an individual this
severely "limits" or even "destroys" the central feature
of a group's task performance.

Fisher points out that

utilizing a group task that can be solved by an individual
provides, at best, for the potential of the group to never
6
be realized.

Davis also points out that:

If a problem does not require a division of
labor but may be profitably attacked by one
person, communication may yield more distraction
than aid.7
Two sets of instructions were issued, one for each
network.

In the wheel network the four peripheral positions

(1, 2, 3, 4) could communicate only with the central
position (5).

The central position was allowed to communi-

cate with all four peripheral positions.

When each of the

five Ss felt they knew the answer, a separate communication
6B. Aubrey Fisher, "Communication Research," pp. 136-149.
7James H. Davis, Group Performance, p. 99.

18
line was utilized to inform an observer.

As soon as

all five members had correctly identified the answer,
the trial was terminated.

This procedure was repeated

for all ten trials, using a different solution for each
trial.
Ss in the all-channel networks were allowed to
communicate over an intercom system. No communication
restrictions were placed on group members.

Again Ss

identified themselves by position number before addressing
other group members.

When all five group members correctly

identified the answer, the trial was terminated.

The

procedure was repeated for all ten trials using a different
solution for each trial.

Each group utilized both networks,

first the comcon and then the wheel, for a total of twenty
trials.

Preliminary Instructions Given to All
Subjects Prior to Isolation

"Each of you has been given a subject number.

This

number is to be used in all communications and corresponds
with your assigned rooms.

On the desks in each room you

will find a set of index cards and a piece of paper.
cards are in order.

These

Please utilize only one at a time.

Ignore all other lights on the telephone except the corn
line.

Please report to your assigned rooms; pick up the

phone, and listen for further instructions."

19
Instructions to Subjects in Networks

"You are about to participate in a communications

Comcon.
study.

Each of you has been assigned a number.

You will

state this number every time you begin to address any other
group member or the group as a whole.

Your group's task

is to solve a sentence-completion problem as quickly and
as accurately as possible.

In order to accomplish this

task you must all work together.

Each of you has a stack

of index cards in front of you with one word and a number
on each card.

The card with the number one (1) on it is

your card for the first trial.

There will be ten trials.

Your task is to form a grammatically correct sentence by
combining your word with the words of the other group
members.

There is only one possible answer.

In order to

finish each trial and move to the next, each person must
correctly identify the completed sentence to the observer.
This can be done by using line I (one), one at a time, to
report the correct sentence.

When all group members have

reported the correct sentence to the observer, the trial is
ended.

The observer will then instruct you to begin the next

trial.

The session ends when all ten trials are completed.

Remember, before communicating with another group member
or the group as a whole, identify yourself by your assigned
number.

Thank you, you may begin trial (1)."

20

Wheel.

"For this series of trials, persons assigned numbers

(1) through (4) can communicate only with group member
number (5).

Group member number (5) can communicate with

any group member, one at a time.

Group members (1) through

(4) may communicate with group member number 5 by using the
corn line only when no one else is using it.

If you need

to contact group member number (5) and the line is in use,
wait until it is open.

If someone else is communicating

on the line, get off at once and wait until it is not being
used.

Group member number (5) may contact another member

by dialing the member's number.
t up.

If your phone buzzes, pick

The buzz indicates that group member (5) is trying

to contact you.

In all communications, state your position

number first before beginning the communication.
Again as in the previous session, when you feel you
have the correc_ answer, indicate this by reporting your
answer to me on line (1).

When all of you have reported

the correct answer, the trial will end and another will
begin.

A total of ten trials will be required to end the

session."
Each group utilized the comcon for the first ten trials.
After these trials, a questionnaire was administered to each
subject to measure morale and leadership perception.8

When

the questionnaires were completed, the groups underwent ten
more trials in a wheel network.

After completing the trials

8See questionnaire in Appendix C.
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in the wheel network, a questionnaire was administered
again to measure the same variables.

DATA ANALYSIS

The Manipulation of the Variables

Previous research in communication has employed two
broad categories of variables in studying the communication
process, in many cases
between the two.

without adequately differentiating

One category consists of message or

behavioral variables and the other contains perceptual
variables.

Behavioral variables are things group members
Perceptual variables are beliefs or

say to each other.

attitudes a group member holds about himself, other group
9
members or the group as a whole.

Davis points out that:

Group research has all too often passed
up the opportunity to gather information
on product, social process, and personal
reactions within the same experiment.10

Behavioral Variables

Number of Messages.

Previous research has indicated that

different networks require more messages than others for
task completion.

In this study, the total number of messages

9Alvin A. Goldberg and Carl E. Larson, Group Communication:
Discussion Processes and Applications, (Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1975): 57.
10
James H. Davis, Group Performance, p. 95.
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sent from each position as well as the total number of
messages for each group in each net was recorded.

A

message was defined as any inquiry, confirmation or statement made by a group member, either to another group
member or to the group as a whole.
one word or several sentences.
responded, a new message began.

A message consisted of

When another group member
A 2 x 2 analysis of

variance was used to test for significant difference in
the number of messages for each group in each network.

Message Type.

Previous research has indicated that

different types of messages are sent and received by group
members during interaction.

In this study, graduate students

in speech and sociology acted as judges to determine message
types.

The judges reviewed the taped conversations and

categorized each message into one of three dimensions isolated
by Carter.

11

These three dimensions were synthesized from

a number of early attempts at message analysis in groups.
Carter describes these as follows:
Factor I --- Individual Prominense and Achievement
These are behaviors of the individual related to
his efforts to stand out from others and individually achieve various personal goals.
Factor II --- Aiding Attainment by the Group
These are behaviors of the individual related to
his efforts to assist the group in achieving goals
toward which the group is oriented.
11Launor F. Carter, "Evaluating the Performance of
Individuals as Members of Small Groups," Personnel Psychology
7 (1954): 477-484.
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Factor III --- Sociability
These are behaviors of the individual
related to efforts to establish and
maintain cordial and socially satisfying
relations with other group members.12
Chi-square was used to test for differences in the type of
messages sent by each group in each network.

Task Completion Time.

Previous research has indicated that

different networks require more or less time for problem
13
solving, depending on the type of task.

A 2 x 2 analysis

of variance was used to test for significant difference in
the amount of time each group required for task completion
in each network.

Perceptual Variable

Morale.

Member satisfaction in regard to network position

and overall network satisfaction was measured on two sevenpoint Likert- type attitude scales included in a post
14
experimental questionnaire.

12
Launor F. Carter, "Evaluating the Performance of
Individuals as Members of Small Groups," p. 482.
13
M. E. Shaw, "Some Effects of Problem Complexity,"
pp. 211-217.
14 A sample rating form is shown in Appendix C.
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Summary

This chapter reviewed the experimental variables used
in this study as well as procedures and the method of data
analysis.

To test the hypotheses, this study utilized zero-

history and continuing groups.

These groups solved sentence-

completion problems in two communication networks:
and the wheel.

the comcon

CHAPTER III

RESULTS

The first section of this chapter examines the effects
of the independent variables (group type and communication
network) upon task completion time.

The second section

examines the effects of the independent variables upon
the types of messages utilized.

The next section examines

the effects of the independent variables upon the number
of messages required for task completion.

The last section

examines the effect that network position has on individual
member satisfaction.
is

Comprehensive discussion of the results

primarily reserved for the following chapter.

Task Completion Time

The effects of the independent variables on the
amount of time used by each group in each network were
examined by utilizing a multiple-factor analysis of
variance.

This design allowed the researcher to incorpor-

ate more than one independent variable in the desio.n.
Table 1 presents a summary of the results.

The statistical

analysis revealed only one significant variable (p< .01),
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**p < .01

WITHIN ERROR

70452.035

80

113627.8

1930.6124

SS

76

1

1

1

d.f.

155.05

=

1930.6124

MS

135.45

WHEEL

=

927.0046

80

113527.8

69.9

=

ZERO HISTORY GROUPS

NETWORK X GROUP

NETWORK

GROUP

SOURCE OF
VARIANCE

69.85

=

CONTINUING GROUPS

COMCON

Multi-Factor Analysis of Variance

Amount of Time Utilized in Task Completion

TABLE 1.

.0863

122.5752**

2.0826

F

tsJ
C11
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that of communication network (F = 122.56, d.f. = 1/76).
The wheel network required a significantly longer amount
of time to complete similar tasks.

Message Type

This section presents an analysis of the different types
of messages utilized by the continuing and zero-nistory
groups.

Analysis revealed that only two of Carter's message

dimensions were utilized during this study.

These two

dimensions were Factor II - Aiding Attainment by the Group
and Factor III - Sociability.'

Chi-square was used to test

for significant difference in the types of messages utilized
by each group in problem solving.

The statistical analysis

revealed three significant results (p< .001).

The continuing

groups utilized significantly more "sociability" messages than
2
the zero-history groups in the comcon network (X = 51.59,
2
d.f. = 1), in the wheel network (X = 24.0, d.f. = 1), and
overall in both networks (X

2

= 81.0, d.f. = 1).

These results

are summarized in Table 2.

Number of Messages

The effects of the independent variables on the number
of messages used by each group in each network were examined
by utilizing a multiple-factor analysis of variance.
provides the results of this statistical analysis.

Launor F. Carter, "Evaluating the Performance of
Individuals as Members of Small Groups," pp. 477-484.

Table 3
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84

Wheel

Both Networks

***p < .001

60

Concom

Network

Sociability
Messages In
Continuing
Groups

3

0

3

Sociability
Messages In
Zero-History
Groups

810.0 ***

51.5873 ***

24.8 ***

Chi-Square
Score

SOCIABILITY MESSAGES USED IN PROBLEM SOLVING

TABLE 2.

*p< .05

156.8

SS

1

76

1297.9

1

1

d.f.

=

7=

80

1264.05

**p<.01

WITHIN ERROR

NETWORK X GROUP

NETWORK

GROUP

SOURCE OF
VARIATION

ZERO GROUPS

CONTINUING GROUPS
9.8

15.65

COMCON

= 20.8

= 20.55

WHEEL

17.0776

80

1264.05

156.8

MS

Multi-Factor Analysis of Variance

The Number of Messages Utilized in Task Completion

TABLE 3.

4.6845*

74.0179**

9.1816**

F
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This analysis yielded three significant F ratios.
The continuing group required significantly more messages
(p< .01) in problem solving (F = 9.1816, df = 1/76) in
both networks.

Both the continuing groups and the zero-

history groups utilized more messages in the wheel than in
the comcon (F = 74.0179, df = 1/76) (p < .01).

There was

also a significant interaction effect (F = 4.6845, df = 1/76)
which indicated that the continuing groups utilized
significantly more messages than the zero-history groups in
the comcon network (p.<:.05).

Member Satisfaction (Morale)

This section presents a comparison of central position
member satisfaction with peripheral position member satisfaction in the wheel network.

Both continuing group members

and zero-history group members were utilized in this analysis.
The data were gathered by having each group member respond to
the question, "How did you like your job in the group?"

On a

seven-point Likert-type scale, a single-factor analysis of
variance was used to test for significant variation among the
means.

Table 4 provides a summary of the findings.

The

statistical analysis revealed a significant F-ratio (p<.01)
(F = 9.799, df = 1/18).

This result indicated that the Ss in

the central position of the wheel network were significantly
more satisfied with their job than Ss in peripheral positions.
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TABLE 4.

Member Satisfaction
Central and Peripheral Network Positions
Single-Factor Analysis of Variance

NETWORK POSITION
SATISFACTION

SOURCE

SS

CENTRAL
POSITION

PHERIPHERAL
POSITION

X = 5.75

X = 4.625

d.f.

MS

BETWEEN

51.0626

1

51.0626

WITHIN

93.7969

18

5.2109

**p< .01

F

9.7992**
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Summary

The purpose of this chapter was to present the results
of the study.

Several significant results were obtained.

The next chapter deals with a discussion of these results.

CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Where the previous chapter simply stated the results,
this chapter is devoted to discussion of the results, the
implications of these results and the author's conclusions.
The first section of Chapter III revealed that only the
variable NETWORK was significant (p <.01) for the amount of
time utilized by each group in problem solving.

This result

indicated that while the continuing groups took longer than
the zero-history groups in solving sentence-completion
problems, only the difference in communication network was
significant.

The wheel network was slower than the circle

network in problem solving.

This result confirmed Shaw's

findings in regard to the effects of 'simple' and 'complex'
tasks in communication networks.

Utilizing sentence-completion

problems as a 'complex' task, Shaw found the wheel was slower
than the circle in problem solving.'
Therefore, several implications emerge from analyzing
the results.

These implications should be useful in

understanding the effects of restrictions on group communication.

The comcon network has a maximum of twenty open

iM. E. Shaw, "Some Effects of Problem Complexity,"
pp. 211-217.
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channels while the wheel has a maximum of only eight open
channels.

Therefore, if utilization of all potential

channels were required (one at a time) the comcon should be
much slower than the wheel.

This was not the case since

the comcon network in this study allows each member to
address every other member simultaneously and thereby allows
for rapid problem solving and fewer messages.
The next dependent variable considered was MESSAGE
TYPE.

The taped conversations of each group were carefully

evaluated according to the dimensions isolated by Carter.

2

Two types of messages were utilized by the groups in problem
solving sessions.

Of the two message types (Factor II - Aiding

Attainment by the Group and Factor III - Sociability) used by
the continuing groups, sociability messages were used
significantly more times in the wheel network, the comcon
network and over both networks.
Since the continuing groups in this study were composed
of members of a fraternity, their personal acquaintance with
each other and their group cohesiveness affected the types
of messages utilized.

The continuing group's level of

cohesion may have resulted in the use of significantly more
sociability messages.
This finding is consistent with other research on the
effects of group cohesion.

This research has indicated that

many times it does not matter how fast a task is accomplished
2
Launor F. Carter, "Evaluating the Performance of
Individuals as Members of Small Groups," pp. 477-484.
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as long as the group maintains its warm interpersonal
relationships.

A highly cohesive group would direct some

effort toward maintaining interpersonal warmth.

These

"cohesion" messages detract from the group's productivity
and add to the time required for the group's task
accomplishment.

Bormann and Bormann point out that:

Work meetings of highly cohesive groups tend
to be noisy, full of joshing, personal byplay,
disagreement, and even argument. They often
run overtime and people may continue the
discussion after the meeting is over.3
In this study, members of the continuing groups sent numerous
"sociability" or "cohesion" messages intermingled with the
"task" messages.

These messages resulted in the continuing

groups taking longer to solve the problems.
One implication emerges from these findings

Fraternity

groups may take slightly longer than groups of strangers
completing a task.

in

However, since part of the time devoted

to task completion was utilized by "sociability" messages,
interpersonal warmth was facilitated.
The third section of this chapter is concerned with
analysis of the number of messages each group required for
problem solving in each network.

Multiple-factor analysis

of variance yielded significant findings for group, network
(p< .01) and interaction (p<.05).
3
Earnest G. Bormann and Nancy C. Bormann, Effective
Small Group Communication, (Minneapolis: Burgess Publishing
Co., 1972): 11.
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The findings related to GROUP are closely tied with
the types of messages each group utilized in solving the
problems.

Since the continuing groups used many more

"sociability" messages in problem solving, a significant
factor resulted.

The zero-history groups utilized fewer

messages than the continuing groups in solving the sentencecompletion problems.

However, if the "sociability" messages

are removed and only the task messages are compared, the
difference between groups ceases to be significant.

These

results indicate that the difference found between the two
types of groups is more a matter of message type than the
number of messages required for task completion.

This is

especially true since this study did not find a significant
difference in the amount of time the two groups required for
problem solving.

It is probable that the zero-history groups

had periods of time during problem solving when communication
opportunities were not utilized.

It may be that the continuing

groups used this time for "sociability" messages.
The second finding shows that some communication
networks require more messages than others for task completion.
Groups in the wheel network used more messages than the same
groups in the comcon network.
this.

There are several reasons for

The wheel is a very structured, restricted network. The

central position had to contact each member at least twice:
one time to get the word and another time to relay the correct
completed sentence.

This process was not necessary in the
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talk with one
comcon network since group members could
ng to relay the
another without the central position havi
messages.

ral
Thus fewer communications between the cent

ssary.
position and other groups members were nece
ificant
The analysis of variance also yielded a sign
interaction effect (p<1.05).

This means that differences

and the zero-history
observed between the continuing groups
as those found
groups under one network are not the same
under the other network.

When the main effects were removed,

utilized significantly
it was revealed that continuing groups
ps in the comcon network.
more messages than the zero-history grou
most of the
From this outcome one could infer that
ps were solving
variance occured when the continuing grou
problems in the comcon.

This was the case eventhough the

messages than the
continuing groups used significantly more
zero-history groups in both networks.

The comcon network

iability" messages.
provided the greatest opportunity for "soc
group communication is
This may indicate that multiple member
ages than is dyadic
more conducive for certain types of mess
l network.
communication which existed in the whee
the results is
The last section in this discussion of
position on individual
concerned with the effects of network
member satisfaction in the wheel.

As expected, previous

single-factor analysis
research findings were confirmed when a
tio (p<(1.01) among the
of variance revealed a significant F-ra
tions.
two means for central and peripheral posi

Each group

Likert-type scale.
member rated his job on a seven-point
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Results indicated that members in the central position of the
wheel network were more satisfied with their job than members
in peripheral positions.

Limitations

Interpretatations of the results are subject to
several limitations.
groups.

(1) This study utilized only four

This limitation should be recognized since more
(2) The

groups may have yielded more reliable results.

wheel network in this study required the S in the central
position to dial a number to contact another group member.
The delay caused by dialing may have affected the amount of
time required for problem solving.

(3)

The zero-history groups

were composed of undergraduates from only one university.
(4) The continuing groups were composed of members of only one
fraternity.

Therefore, these results and explanations can only

be applied to a Sigma Nu fraternity chapter.

Furthermore,

different types of continuing groups were not considered in
this study.

Implications for Future Research

The results of this study demonstrate that the
communication behavior of continuing and zero-history groups
differs in several important ways.

In general, this study

has provided some answers while suggesting new questions.
The remainder of this chapter contains some of those questions
which may be answered by future research.
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As pointed out earlier, oral communication was one of
the unique features of this study.

Communication network

studies have consistently used written messages as the means
of communication.

Very few studies have utilized oral channels.

This has caused some rescarchers to question whether early
network communication findings will remain consistent if
oral instead of written communications are used.

Future

research should test previous network findings utilizing oral
communication.
In addition, future researchers should compare the
communication behavior of different types of group.

For

example, one might compare existing groups to other existing
groups as well as comparing existing groups to new groups.
It may be that different groups use different types of messages
while solving the same kinds of problems.

Summary

The results of this study have clearly answered the
research hypotheses.

The comcon network was found to be

faster than the wheel network in solving sentence-completion
problems.

The continuing groups used more messages than the

zero-history groups in problem solving.

They also used

significantly more "sociability" messages than the zerohistory groups in problem solving.

Group members in the

wheel network were found to be more satisfied than group
members in peripheral positions.

Only one hypothesis was not
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proven.

There was no significant difference between the

zero-history and continuing groups in time required for
problem solving.

The importance of these findings lies

in their contribution to the field of group communication.
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APPENDIX A

WORD DISTRIBUTION

Comcon Network

POSITION
NUMBER

T
R
I
A
L
N
U
M
B
E
R

1

2

1.

DID

WHY

2.

THAN

3.

SOMEDAY

3
GO

4

5

YOU

HOME

I

AM

BETTER

YOU

WILL

I

DEAD

BE

4.

BE

VERY

CAREFUL

WITH

MATCHES

5.

GOOD

IS

ALASKAN

THE

PIPELINE

6.

JOHN

7.

HER

8.
9.
10.

ME

FOR

WORKS

TELL

YOU

DID

WHAT

ABOUT

SURE

I

ALWAYS

HURT

JOHNSON

QUESTION

HIM

WILL
NOT

AM
LYING
YOU

CORRECT SENTENCES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Why did you go home?
I am better than you.
Someday I will be dead.
Be very careful with matches.
The Alaskan pipeline is good.
John Johnson works for me.
What did you tell her?
I am sure about it.
Lying will always hurt you.
You will not question him.

IT
YOU
WILL
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APPENDIX B

WORD DISTRIBUTION

Wheel Network

POSITION
NUMBER

T
R
I
A
L

1

3

QUICKLY
AN

THE
CONSIDERATION

4
CAR
IMPORTANT

1.

AWAY

2.

IS

3.

MAN

THAT

FOR

4.

ARE

TALL

VERY

FOUR

SIDES

HAS

DO

NOT

I

5. SQUARE
N
U
M
B
E
R

2

6.

THAT

7.

THE

8.

HAVE

9. SHOES
10.STOPPED

EARTH
LIBRARIES
BE
LOSS

MY
GOOD

WATCH
DANGEROUS

HOME
BOOKS

ARE

TO

HAIR

CAN

5
DROVE
SAFETY
OUT
SHOES
A
LIKE
IS
ALL
WORN
BE

CORRECT SENTENCES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The car drove quickly away.
Safety is an important consideration.
Watch out for that man.
Tall shoes are very dangerous
A square has four sides
I do not like that.
The earth is my home.
All libraries have good books
Shoes are to be worn.
Hair loss can be stopped.
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APPENDIX C

How did you like your job in the group? (Circle the
number that most closely represents your feelings.)

1.

1
STRONGLY
DISLIKED

2
DISLIKED

4

3

NEUTRAL

DISLIKED

SOMEWHAT
LIKED

LIKED

STRONGLY
LIKED

Rate your group on the scale below:

2.

2

1
VERY
POOR

POOR

4

3
SOMEWHAT
POOR

NEUTRAL

SOMEWHAT
GOOD

4.

Who do you think was the leader in your group?
member number

5.

How did you like your team?

2

STRONGLY
DISLIKED

DISLIKED

3
SOMEWHAT
DISLIKED

4
NEUTRAL

5
SOMEWHAT
LIKED

VERY
GOOD

GOOD

What was your position number in the group?

1

7

6

5

3.

6.

7

6

5

Group

7

6
LIKED

STRONGLY
LIKED

If you were taking part in another experiment, how much
would you like to work with these same people?

1

2

STRONGLY
DISLIKED

DISLIKED

3
SOMEWHAT
DISLIKED

4
NEUTRAL

5
SOMEWHAT
LIKED

6
LIKED

7
STRONGLY
LIKED
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